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HEFOHT 

In accordance with the provisions of 0*ti.li«  CONTRACT UQ» 

1 onr-2449 (00) dated 15 hovanber 1957, celestial observations we:e obtain™ 

:c- at Key West, Florida, during the period 8 February 1958 -- 4 Harch 1958 

and subsequently aboard the U55 VALLEY FOjtGE (CVS « 45), the U33 TUTUILA 

(AhG-4), the Yacht PAHAKOUU and the Yacht UISKMOGD. 

'i'he purpose of this study was to determine what benefits could be 

derived from the use of high-fliagriification sextant telescopes (20x and lox 

as well as 7x for use with the stars at dusk), what improvements could be 

made in the marine sextant and its ancillaries, and in the techniques of 

its employment» 

Almost 5*000 celestial observations were made i» «onnection with 

4fe4a program under conditions of visibility, weather, and quality of horizon 

ranging from excellent to extremely poor..    '^he new instrumentsj designed 

especially for test during this study, as well as standard sextants and 

telescopes presently in general use were employed and compared under all 

j •inner of conditions such as might be encountered by the working navigator 

at sea»    In fact, the frequency of observations made with a poor horizon 

was increased when it unexpectedly appeared that the high-powered telescopy., 

under such conditions often gave materially more reliable altitudes than 

those in general useo 

A number of experienced observers participated in thlü program: 

. apt,  PoV.  H., Weeds, USN (uKT,.) and CDi,  William So Brown,  USfo assisted,   jreat 

ly ir planning th>; study, and made many observations«    1'heir advice und 

»sistantance ?re particularly appreciated,    Mr<> C-,. D„ Dunltp's help ir: 
t 

rreparlng specifications for the -lath sextants and Beck tele~ 



scopes ordered especially for use in this program is also highly 

appreciated. 

•larly in tha course of the rstudy it became apparent that the accuracy 

of observations na'ia with the high-powered telescopjs was c->nsistantly 

greater than that obtained with telescopes of 6x magnification,  and much 

greater than that obtained with the 3x telescope in common use, parti- 

cularly when the  horizon »a3 not 3harply defined.   (See figure 1.)    This 

gain in accuracy was demonstrated by tha plot of observations in each 

3tring, compared to tho  "line of bjst fit" for the string, as well as by 

the comparison of intercepts, when observations were made from an accurately 

known noaition.     The   results  obtained with the 3x telescope were so ob- 

viously inferior to those obtained from a 6x telescope,  that early in the 

study it was decided to use only the 6x glass for purposes of comparison 

with those of higher power,   durinr» daylight and bright twilight con- 

ditions.    A very considerable number of observations of the stars war« made 

at twilight with a dim horizon to compare   the   results obtainjd  from tlii use 

of the best   English and German 2x, 2.5x and 3x star telescopes,  as against 

a 7 x 50 prismatic monocular.    Under such conditions of poor horizon il- 

lumination,  the 7 x 50 monocular was  found  vary considerably superior to 

any other teloscooe tented. 

It was found that the hiph-powerod talexcopes enabled tho observer to 

pick up a number of fixod stars within a few minutes of 3unrise or sunset» 

For example, it was regularly possible with a 20:: telescope to complete 

strings of observations of five or six stars at sunset well before those 

Stars becaru visible in the   field of tho conventional sextant telescope.. 

Tha  resultant ~ain in accuracy,  due to vrry rood illumination of the horizon, 

was marked. 



It has been hoped that tha high-powored telescopes would partfit the 

observation of some fixed stars between th*  hours of sunrise and sunset- 

It was found that this could occasionally be  accoraplish3d; however, it 

did not prove Mn) rally possible, due to tha Loss of brilliance of the 

star's image caused by the index and horizon mirrors.    It seeras pro- 

babl/ that this difficulty can be overcome by redesigning the marine 

sextant to pa mit a direct view of the star, with the horizon becoming 

the reflected image. 

During thj study, it became increasingly evident that the great ac- 

curacy achieved by the hiph-pov>erod tolescopas in measuring the aLtitude 

of a body above tha horizon made it most desirably to determine the value 

of the dip accurately and consistantly,  which is not oossiblo idth  the 

presently available tables.     even when the hei-ht of th» eye was accurately 

established, anomalies in the value of the  dip ware encountered,  although 

full allowance was made for barometric pressure,  and air and water temp- 

eratures.    Two Gavrisheff dip-meters were  the ra fore obtained, one  fitted 

with a 6x telescope,  and the othjr with a I6x.    The  latter,   particularly, 

gave excellent results,  permitting the empirical establishment of the value 

of the existing dip with an accuracy, when it could be carefully checked, 

of about 0.1 minutes» 

It is held that a well designed sextant, manufactured to the close 

tolerances possible today,  and equipped with 20x and 7x telescopes,  to- 

gether with ü dip mater,  permits  .-> very marked improvement in the accuracy 

of fixing position afloat by celestial neans,  as compared to th t now 

nosaiblo. 



SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

H is 
t jbhis study way to» summarized as follows: 

(1) The 20 x 50 mm prismatic monocular of good manufacture, is superior 

to any sextant telescope of lesser pow;r during daylight hours.    It re- 

duces the random errors in a seriös of observations, as its groat magni- 

fication permits the greatest nicety in obtaining contact between the body 

and the horizon.    It is entirely satisfactory for use aboard ship except 

in extremely bad conditions of wind and sea. 

(2) Similarly the 7 x 50 nm prismatic monocular is superior to any other 

telescope available for tsst when the horizon is poorly defined, due to 

darfcness. 

13)    A dip meter,  fitted nith a high power telescope,  anH capable   of de- 

termining empirically the valua of the dip to on3-tenth of a minute of 

arc is  an essential adjunct to the sextant, where accuracy is of primary 

importance« 

r 
\ 



J^TIPU JOT AN? TJCHNmijS ffPLOYiD 

The aquipTO3nt employed to make the observations for this program 

falls intT threo categories:     sextants, watches  for the reasuroment of 

tine intervals,  and dip maters. 

S-iXTANTS!     lb obtain the  observations for this study,   five sextants were 

a..r loyed.    All were of the micrometer drum type.    One was a U.  5,  Navy 

Mark II Type A (Aluminum) instrument, one was a Hughes "Gothic" and thres 

were manufactured by C.  Plath.    Those latter three sextants were designed 

and manufactured for use in this 3tudy, and incorporated a number of raw 

refinements.     They had vaiy large micrometer drums, and vernier scales 

calibrated to read to one-tenth of a minute;  the scales were so la n?e that 

they could easily be  read to five one-hundredths of a minute.     They were 

also fitted with large index and horizon mirrors which matched the   full 

field of the  50 mm objective lenses of the scopes.    The error in graduating 

the arc of the Plath sextants never is as rroat as 10 seconds; this also 

was a most desirable feature, as an error of up to 30 seconds is considered 

acceptable in ordinary    U.  S. manufacture. 

Two of the Plath instruments had special light-weight alloy   Warnas,  the 

third Plath and the Hughes had brass  frames, and were somewhat heavier; each 

weighed about 4 pounds 10 ounces.    The alloy frame  Plath weighed about 

3 lb.  12 oz.«   The heavier instruments caused no complaints.     It was found 

that they vibrated rauoh less,  when being used in a braize, than did the 

Navy Mark II sextant. 

Interchangeable 6x,   l6x and 20x prismatic monoculars -.»er;- available 

for the Plath and Hughe a sextants,  as well as 7x monoculars and 2x and 3x 



erect tolescones for use ".ith the stars at dusk«    .'11 ootics vura hard** 

coatad to pjrvd.t maximum lirht transmission«    Rubber sve etna     »rg us H 
Lad 

with  thd ##■© pow."r t; lesnon »a,  their u:s ■  had   i  beneficial   a-'f.rt   on thi 

results achieved 

rhe liarl   II  Navy sextant  was   fitted with  its onbj    .:1 •■•.■ . ->pe, a  3-x 

glass.    !>uritty> the course of the study, it bocowt     v: !e:vt thtt  the two 

telescopes holding the  »roataot oromise were tha 20x,   for us'    t any time 

when the  horizon was veil illuminated,  and the 7x for use with the stars, 

when the  horizon was din.    Spacifications ware therefore drawn up with the 

assistance of Dr» S. 0. Hall of tte Naval ,/eaoons Plane, Washington, D.C- 

for a prismatic monocular with a 50 nun objective,   pn-! interchangeable aye 

pieces,  giving a magnification of 20x and 7x,  respectively.     This was manu- 

factured by the  firm Deck,  of Kassel, fie many, who have had many years of 

experience designing and producing optics for telescopes*     This telescope 

prov3d most successful, both on bench tests, and on the sextant. 

The new Plath sextants and telescopes employed were  found to be ex- 

cellent and  t'sr superior to similiar equipment previously/ available.    In 

expert hands they are capable of achieving an accuracy in detoruining the 

observed aitituda considerably  r>reat;r than that of the  computed altitude 

obtained whan the   resultant observations are  reduced by the  Nautical   \Lmanac 

and the modern navigational tables in cor.non use afloat.     These instruments 

also proved easier to keep in adjustment than tha older typo sextants. 

Overall, with a bright horison,   the 20x telescope.«) proved sliphtly 

superior in accuracy to tha  I6x, and their greater power enabled tha  ob- 

server to pick up fixed stars somewhat more easilj  Ln  .  bri^it aky.    Un- 

fortunately,   they do not   have onourti   Light  fathering power to raako  them 



satisfactory vihn: tha horizon is dimly lighted.    Undar such conditions,  the 

7x telescone proved superior to any fllass previously tested.    It is re- 

commended, therefore,  that when th3 utmost accuracy is required,  a <Ldx tele- 

scope with 50 ram objective  to employed whan ths horizon lighting is Strong, 

and a similiar telescope, but of 7 power, bs usjd v.htjn the  li/'hting is 

weak-     The single glass, with a $0 mm objective, and interchangeable 7x and 

20x eyepieces proved most satisfactory. 

The rapid determination cf index error continued to be difficult, 

particularly during daylight hours, as it had for previous observers.    This 

problem merits further study«. 

TIMING AND P."CORDING:    At all tinus during this program, iaulti~c harms 1 

short-wave radio receivers were available, as ware two highly reliable 

second-setting sweep second hand Longinos watchis.    Observations wote  timed 

by split-second timers,   reading to one».-fifth second:  those time rs could  be 

re Had on not to vary :jne- fifth of a second in forty minutes, regardless of 

how many times the   wading hand was stopped.    An experienced    observer can 

start, thes*  split-second  timers on the  :..T.'V ti»} tick with an accuracy of 

approximately one-tenth second.    iVhsnevor possible the  times were started 

directly from ths  radio tick, and checked again with the  tick at the ter- 

mination of the observations,    When,  for any reason, t'n;  radio tick was not 

available, ths timers ware started  from, and checked against the  .ijongines 

watches.    It is believed that the time error in only a  Tew instances exceeded 

two-fifths of a second;  for the great majority of observations, the error 

did not.  exceed  ono-fi 'th second. 

The timing of observation*   by the  recorders who assisted in this progra? 



provod entirely satisfactory.    The  reaction laß of tha two recorders who 

timed the majority of the sights was enacted by roans of a split second 

timer equipped to omit a short note v,hen the stop button was pressed. 

Testa indicated that the Lag rarely approached ona-half socond. 

At Key Vest, a special watch was used,   reading in arc to 36O degrees, 

and adjusted to sidereal time.    This watch gave tha  local hour angle of Aries, 

and in conjunction with specially prepared altitude and azimuth tables of 

selocted stars, proved most convenient for locating stars before thsy were 

readily visibla. 

'»here the utmost accuracy is re-mired, it is   rJConm.mc1ed that a remote 

recording chronograph b=i Displayed,   combined with a remote rend-out of tha 

sextant ;tltiturla.    This will obviate the po sibility of error in the re- 

cording of time ts well as error in tha reading or recording of the altitude» 

In addition, it will greatly spaed the taking of a string of sights, and tha 

observer will not be faced with tha dang3r of bain? unable to relocate  a 

dim star,  after wading the altitude; the sextant would be maintained in 

tho  observing position for an entire string of observation., 

The chronograph should be so arranged that the second beat of the ..IVV 

time signal could be indicated on it whan desired.    It should also be pos- 

sible to show tha half-second beat of a chronometer,  reading either Greenwich 

I/ean or 5ide*ieal Time.    The altitude  reading of the   -extant would also be in- 

dicated on the taps, at the instant tha time of th? obS3rvation was  recorded- 

DTP M.3TinS:    3arly in the program,  it became evident that the naw tele- 

scopes were capable of achieving a degree of accuracy in position fixing 

not previously obtainable with the marine sextant.    If tho true value of the 



dip could be establishe i.     The depression of the visible  horizon, below 

tha Kor3.2orrt.al at the eye of observer can readily be calculated.    Howeve] : 

the Lira of sight  from ehe observer to the horizon is affected by terraetri-' 

refraction;  the amount of this effect varies «ith changing weather condition' 

Differences in air temperature along tha  line.* of sight fraa the observer to 

the  horizon sjem to be  ihe chief cause of this variation,    .here the water 

tempo rat ura differs from that of the mass of air above_,tha air immediately 

adjacent to tha water is cooLad or warmed.     The effect of this difference 

is usually particularly strong on a calm windlass day. 

L'any attempts have been made to establish a direct relationship be- 

tween tha difference of temperature of air and sea and the value for tha 

correction for dip, howevar, tha results obtained by different investi- 

gators differed so grautly that no definite  conclusions can be drawn-    It 

seamed most dasirabia,  thereforo,   to determine tha valua of the existing 

dip empirically at tha actual time of making celestial observations*     For 

this ourpose,  two Gavrisheff dip meters ware procurad, one fitted with a 

telescope giving a magnification of 6x,  the r;ther with one of l6x.    3oth 

instruments  provad to be of the greatest vu.ua,  the one with the  l6x tele- 

scope giving -cha  better results.    In the interests of standardization,   a. 2.0K 

telescope is recommended for future use with the dip meters. 

The Gavrisheff dip meter measures the value of the dip by bringing into 

coincidence tvio images of the  horizon,  one erect and one inverted,  anrt 180° 

apart in azimuth.    The instruments employed in this study «am fitted with 

micromotor drums, and vernier scales calibrate' to two  i>anths of a minute 

of  ire.     They could  ba   read to ona-tenth of a minute by Interpolation.     An 



.lent foatura  >.' ':•■:;■ r:ivrishetl d-a 

call d by  roi.atin/» the   Lns .ruiiunt  J,h "'U; 

3 •! thr >  ;.n • ■:•-■: ar nr 

LflC3  av; >ut notice 1 axis o 

to la ac ope,, 

Thas«  dip RKJtar» ■• 12 3  not avail jbl:   :,.;rin<? the parloi .hen observ   Aon 

vir; raado at  <»y ».e.rt;   thaj  ..ore fir t ;.'^vi': aboard the   !f<3 VALLEY POrtf}"*;  in 

January 1959 and thiir  nJ la i"n/nf>diateli' bocamo appnpsnü.    Considerable 

differences between sea oni air temperatures   .'or-; encountered, and  had a 

marked,  but b>  no rseans consistent effect on the din.    This can bo seen 

.• raa the folicLi? Labulatlon, which presents a portion of tha dip measure- 

ments raarfo,     In each instarao  the di > by ranter represents  th.> avurapa  if a 

ruimh". r of .noa'ur'.in.uit.:. 

3 Jan. 16'JO    >L level,    ir Aß°4 v;ate? ir,;eel.:.cri   t>r'° 

Pip by mater, observers    7-25 rainutes 

■~A'' b" 'i ;'■:,'•   observer '..'    7.2    aiinutos 

Dip by tabi3 8 Ü.ß    rainutea 

/t Jar« 

" .r. 3f 

/el,   :J     53°, -at;:- inaction 68 

observe? C"i    o 5    r^-fuAss 

«j*>/^,-v *,«•■    ,■•   ' ;        A    .', f~.    jyj-j /.»if, 35 

;5 8    minutes 

:n v ».»«! ■>!' th< 3.5° rtt" v 

vh. dip i1!' measured by I•>. 

lured frcra   mother  '.. vil.   with Liv 

eta: ».ar  :.e ihx.i     V! •»•■ 

t  soetned 
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U Jan 1040 C-S level. Tempo as above 

Dip by meter observer S 9*625 ninutes 

Dip by meter observer W 9o6 minutes 

Dip by tables 8.9  minutes 

9 Jano 1100   0-6 level, Air ?*» water injections 70 

Dip by meter observer 3    8..7  minutes 

Dip by tables 8,9  minutes 

Such celestial observations as could be obtained during this period, when 

corrected "or dip aa obtained by the dip meter, always resulted in lines of 

position lying much closer to Loran fixes than those corrected by means of 

the dip tables,, 

During this same cruise the U3S VALLEY PQtiGli lay-to some 7 miles 

from Bermuda, where her position could be accurately fixed by triangulation 

and radar ranges« Sun sights were obtained, and reduced from the known 

position. Using the value of the dip as obtained by dip meter in correct- 

ing the altitudes, the mean distance from the known position was 0o115 miles; 

when the tabulated value of the dip, corrected for barometric pressure and 

temperature was employed, the mean distance was 0„85 miles« 

iheae anomalies in the value of the dip are particularly interest- 

ing, as the winds were extremely strong (up to 65 knots) during much of this 

period, and because many of the dip measurements were made with a height of 

eye of over 80 feeto both of these factors are supposed to reduce any 

anomalies in the dip at sean 

11 



Aboard the USS TUTÜIL/,  in   w 'ist of I960,  a diurnal variation of 

one rr.inute was found in the  dip by measurement, without appreciable changes 

in barometric  pressure and sea and air temperatures.     This variation per- 

sisted ovor several days, the value of the dip bain» one minute  Teatsr in 

the afternoon and evening than in the morning.    That this anomaly existe.t 

was also demons trat ad by the plot of morning and evening star sights;  th<3 

linjs of position resulting from evening stars oach having to be moved one 

minute towards the respective bodies to cross cLose about a common point. 

There seems little dmbt that a dip meter of the quality of the 

Gavrisheff instruments is of the greatest value in determining the value of 

the dip,  and consequently improves materially the accuracy of celestial 

navigation. 

It cannot correct for error caused by the tilt af the  horizon, or for 

the transitory effect of a wave in the horizon,  but it will permit accurate 

correction of much the /greater part of the errors caused by abnormal 

terrestrial .refraction. 

It should  be noted that the dip meter fitted with the 16x tale scope 

gave materially better results than the one with the 6x telescope,    Con- 
more 

secutive readings in each string gave/}consist3nt readings, the magnitude 

of the  randor. errors being materially reduced. 

ORS^RVATIüNhi, T:CHNI^'J;S:    It was held that the maximum diameter of  the 

objective  lens  of any to Li scope  to bo  used with e sextant would be 53 i!^i 

anything larger than this would be toe large and clumsy to handlo con- 

veniently ebcard ship.    /;S the  field of view of a prismatic telescope of 

norm;!  design with an objective  ienr>  of this diameter an'!  giving a magni- 

fication of .Ox. iß about 3 degrees, it was apparent that the Rude Star Finder 

12 



would not be sufficiently accurate for Locating stars,  particularly at the 

higher altitudes,  in a brightly lighted sky.    Accordingly,  for use at Key 

West, tha altitude and azimuth of 6 morning and 7 evening stars were com- 

puted for 3:) degrees of Local Sidereal Hour Angle.    The so altitudes and 

azimuths were precomputed to the nearest minute of arc,  soanning tha tirajs 

of sunset and sunrise for the  noriod of field work.    In conjunction with 

the watch mentioned above,  reading in Local Sidereal Hour Anple, and an 

8 inch spherical magnetic compass, these tabl3s  greatly facilitated locat- 

ing tha stirs against a brieht sky.    The stars  for which the Key Vest 

altituda und  azimuths ware  precomputod ara as follows: 

Korning: :5vening: 
Altair      (Kag. 0.9) Aldebaran (Mag. 1.1) 
Antires          »    1.2 Detelgaux " Var» 
Arciurus        M    Q.2 Cape 11a " 0.2 
De nab              1-    1.3 Pollux " 1.2 
Spica              »    1,2 Procyon " 0.5 
Vega                "    0.1 Rigel " 0.3 

Sirius " 1.6 

Tha timea of sunrise and 3unset of Key Vest for the period of ob- 

servations ware  also computed. 

Altitude and azimuth data as outlined abovo were also prepared for all 

subsequent twilight star observations,  although not to such close tel3ranees. 

These ivera frequently presented in rraphic  form. 

}'ost of the observars connected with this program were accustomed to 

using the  somewhat hjaviar nlath and Hughes sextants.    The 20x and I6x 

telescopas wi^h thoir very considerable marni fication,  and conparativcly 

small field  however,  wera new  to all save  or» obsorver,   and several hours 

of practive wire required  bifire the users beCf.raa accustcmod to them.    The 

13 



apparent magnification of vibration Y&th those to la scopes particularly 

caused advorso comment at first, and the obeervors belioved fiat the plots 

of their string of sights mate with the hi*»h powered glasses would be in- 

ferior to those made with a 6x monocular.    It always proved a source of 

surprise to the observer to find, when the sights were plotted, that the 

strings of observations made with the higher powsreri glasses were consider- 

ably smoothar than those made with ths 6x telescope.    Y'ithout exception, 

once tho observers became accustomed to the new gLasnes, they preferred 

them to those of 6 power, when accuracy was particularly required. 

Te3ts were made using a bipod to support the sextant, which was 

mounted at the apex, while the two legs attached to ths  observer's belt. 

This device was not found to ba practical.     Thought was also given to 

mounting a sextant on a gun stock and al3o to suspend it from a gallows 

frame, but no experiments were conducted with such devices. 

No unusual techniques wore employed in makin» the  observations; every 

effort was mads to take the siehts in each string as rapidly as possible. 

When two observers were working at ths same time, simultaneous observat- 

ions of the  same body would frequently be made, one observer using a 20x 

telescope, and the other a 6x.    At ths  completion of each string of sights 

telescopes (but not sextants) would be exchanged.    When one observer was 

working alone with a recorder, one string would be completed with one tele- 

scope,  and the next one with a glass of different power.    The value of the 

high powered telescopes, as compared to those giving a magnification of 6x, 

for picking up stars during "bright sky" conditions also was itudisd, and is 

discussed below» 

14 



A string of sights nonnally consisted of  10 to L3 observations; 

accuracy tends to deteriorate after about that number, apparently due to eye 

fatigue.    However, a very briaf rest  for the eye was sufficient to restore 

accuracy, and frequently 10 to  12 strings would bo observed over a period of 

about an hour.    V.'here the same conditions of lighting and weather persisted, 

the last string would generaLly plot as smoothly as the first,  provided a 

brief period had been allowed between strings. 

All strings ware plotted on graph paper, using a scale of 1 inch to 

10 seconds of tin»,  and whan the rate of change of altitude was not too 

great,  1 inch to 1 minute of arc; occasionally, it was -iesirable  to change 

the Latter to 1 inch to 2 minutes of arc.    The strings were completed in be- 

tween 2 minutes 30 seconds and 3 minutes 30 seconds.    Due to the smaller 

field of the 20x telescope, it was found that overall the time between sights 

with this glass tended to be slightly longer than when using the 6x.     This 

time difference would not exist if a sextant with remote altitude   read-out 

were employed with the 20x telescope, as the observer would not have to re- 

locate the body after each individual observation. 

After the sights were plotted, a line of best fit was drawn through 

the plots;  due to the shortness of  the time period involved, a straight line 

gave a satisfactory representation of the body'3 path.    Tho rate of chanpe 

of altitude for the body at the mid  time of the string was than calculated, 

to check for possible anomalies caused by terrestrial refraction,  or other 

causes.    Such anomalies, affecting the rate of change of altitude, were oc- 

casionally encountered. 

Wlien working from a position thnt could be accurately established, us- 

15 



ually by trlnngulati m,   tha calculated altitudes of tho body for tha ait a, 

corns» ta 1 for   lio,   r friction, etc.,   for tho time of the string, would than 

be plotted on tha ;.rash.    The deviation of tha individual sights from the 

li.n3 of best fit for aach string would be measured for  comparison purposes, 

as well as tha difference in altitude botween lines of calculated altitude 

and the  lines of best fit.    As has been stated above,  the   results achieved 

with the high powered telescopes were superior almost without exception; 

the   rare exception occurring when observational conditions were deterior- 

ating,  and tha high powjred glass was the  last oru used» 

The  nagnitudo of the  random errors about the   line of best fit was con- 

sistently and materially less for the high powored telescopes,  as was the 

liffarenco  between tho  lire  of best  fit and tha lina  of calculated altitudes, 

Tha superiority of the high powered telescopes was particularly great when 

the horizon was not sharply defined» 

Key West was not found to be a very satisfactory locale for the pur- 

ooses of this program, as the water mass inshore is not homogeneous.    A 

considerable  number of surface water temperature measurements were inade k to 

5 miles offshore  (i.e. at tha approximate  apparent horizon of the  observer 

on tha  beach),  and  the temperature was found to  vary as much as  ICPF,  with- 

in 233 yards,     in this connection it may bo noted  that soma 30 strirvs of 

sight3  vioro ixida  from aboard a y+6 foot sailboat k0 to 60 railas offshore  in 

Waves up to 6  feet in heipht.     Ttie resultant intercepts varied  les3  in mag- 

nitude  than many of those raada from the baach at Key West; apparently the 

boat was sur-ounded by water of tho snt»  tempo mture, 

ISschanlcal vibration,  as in a destroyer steaming at J.0 knots, did not 
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have a markedly adverse effect on the smoothness of the plot of sights. 

The high powered telescopes produced consistently better results than those 

with a magnification of   6x, despite tha firm conviction of the less ex- 

perienced observers that the contrary would prove true.    High winds, as are 

often found on the open bridge structure of a carrier, made it extremely 

difficult to obtain satisfactory observations with any telescope. 

^'•foXT OF S&S;    Sights were reduced by various methods, as saeraod ap- 

propriate-    '.fhara the utmost accuracy was desired, tha   ^nharaeris was used 

together with the cLassical sin-cos      altitude and azimuth formulae.    Six- 

place natural functions were used with a computer,    i/here extrem? accuracy 

was not/prime  importance, the Nautical Almanac and the Tables of Computed 

Altitude and Azimuth (HO 214) were emoloyed.    The Delta t and Delta 1 

corrections, a3 well as Delta d, were usually used to reduce the length of 

the intercepts.    All sun sights were corrected for the actual semi-diameter, 

parallax, and for refraction; the combined semi-annual tables in the Nautical 

Almanac were not used.    For all sights, the table of  "Additional Refraction 

corrections for Non-standard Conditions", published in the Nautical Almanac, 

was used as required.    Before the dip meters became available, the Japanese 

tables for correcting for the difference between air and sea temperatures 

(0.11 minutes per degree Fahrenheit) were also employed, and in the majority 

of cases proved helpful.    The corrections they provided in general short- 

ened the intercepts, and in the geographical area of  this study, off the 

eastern seaboard of the United States, were superior to any other similiar 

tables used.    However,  the accuracy they provided did not equal that ach- 

ieved with the dip meter. 
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It had been hoped that thj brighter fixed stars, favorably situated in 

altitude and azimuth relative to the sun, would be visible during the day in 

the field of a high power telescope, mounted on a marine sextant,    This 

hope i»as based on a paper entitled "The Visibility of Stars in the Daylight 

Sky" by Dr. Richard Tousey and   -1. 0. Hulburt, and published in the Journal 

of the Optical Society of America, Vol. 38, No.  10 Oct. 1%8.    Consultations 

with Dr. Tousey at the Naval Research Laboratory were held, and confirmed 

that fixed stars could be observed during daylirht hours with a well de- 

signed telescope, having a magnification of l6x or 20x,  particularly if 

the telescope viere  provided with a  reticle at infinity to aid the eye in 

maintaining focus at infinity.    It also appeared that it would be desire- 

able  to provide a polarizer for the telescope in connection with th33e ob- 

servations.    The reticles were accordingly installed, and polarizers were 

proviijd. 

These telescopes did indeed make it possible to pick up stars, when 

viewed directly, during the daytime.    However,  no r?al success can be claimed 

when the telescopes were mounted on sextants, although Sirius was picked up 

low to the eastward on two occasions  about 15 minutes before sunset and 

Arcturus was seen at high altitude 25 minutes after 3unrise.    The light loss 

in reflecting the star's image through the index and horizon mirrors was too 

great to make daytime star observations practicable with the sextant in its 

present form. 

The  high-powered telescopes did, however,  make it nossible to ob- 

serve a very considerable number of fixed strrs in bright twilipht, when 

they could not be sighted vnith a 7x or 6x telescope«,    These Latter glasses, 
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in turn, proved superior in this respect to the 3x telescope as supplied 

with the iavy Hark II sextant« At Key West, strings of observations total- 

ing between 40 and 60 sights were coraploted of 4 to 5 stars with a 20x 

telescope, within 20 minutes of sunset; that is to say, with the 20x 

telescope, the observations for the evening star fix were completed at 

about the time a navigator using the ordinary sextant and telescope would 

start making his observations,, 
o 

Similiarly, on 30 Augustp I960, in approximately latitude 30 N., 
o 

Longo 79 W, 5 otars, as tabulated below, were sighted with a sextant fitted with 

a 20x telescope within 10 minutes of sunset„ 

Star Magnitude Apw?t ;;i- Apprxo Azimuth 

Altair 0-9 46 no 
Antares 1.2 34 194 

Arcturus 0o2 50 265 

Deneb lo3 45 054 

Vega 0ol 69 160 

Stars observed under such conditions, with a well illuminated and 

sharply defined horizon, yielded far better results than those made in deeper 

twilight with a 6x or 7x telescope., However, with the sun well below the 

horizon, the 7 x 50 monocular proved superior in every respect to any other 

telescope employed» Its large field, excellent light transmission, and 

sharpness over the entire field, are most desirable features for this use. It 

should be noted that the 7 x 50 telescope is not satisfactory for daytime use 

with the sextant, particularly for sun observations« During such observations. 
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there is frequently a very strong and troublesome halation effect«, 

ACCURACY- The degree of accuracy obtainable vith the instruments employed during 

this program in measuring both time and altitudes and in establishing the 

flue of the dip is so fine, that thought must be given to improving the 

methods employed in reducing sights«, The American I.autical Almanac, under 

the heading "Accuracy" says in part: 

"The largest error that can occur in the G. H. A. or Dec of any 

body, other than the Sun or Moon is less than 0„2 minutes; it may reach 0„25 

minutes for the G. H„ A. of the Sun and 0.3 minutes for that of the Koon. 

In practice it may be expected that only one-third of the values 

of G. Ho A. andDeCo taken out will have errors larger than 0o05 minutes 

and less than one-tenth will have errors larger than 0ol minutes«.
w 

It should be added that these errors in Greenwich Hour ilngle and 

Declination may be cumulative, thus causing a considerable total error. As 

the time of an observation can be accurately determined to one-fifth of a 

second, it is most desirable to be able to determine the G. He A. of the body 

at the instant of observation with an accuracy of 0.05 minutes of arc-, 

The high-power telescope» make Venus available for daylight observa- 

tion during much of the year, yet corrections to the altitude of this planet 

for parallax and jhase for such observations are not given. The semi-diameter 

of Venus should also be given, as in the field of a 20x telescope the planet 

is not a joint of light, but has very appreciable size«, 

V.here accuracy is paramount, it is recommended that observations 

be reduced from the estimated position, rather than from an assumed position™ 
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Smart, "in the Monthly Notices of the noyul Astronomical Society", Vol„ 79» 

(May 1919) showed that when the difference between the true and assumed 

positions is 30 minutes in both latitude and longitude, for an altitude of 

75 degrees the error might be 1«0 miles* At latitude 60 degrees this would 

diminish to 0o7 miles; while the probable error would not exceed 0»3 miles« 

It can be seen, therefore, that plotting celestial observations from an assumed p 

nay introduce unacceptable error« 

The "Tables of Computed Altitude and Azimuth" (H«0«21A) are among the 

most satisfactory of the so-called "short methods", and are excellent for most 

navigation« However, they also can cause unacceptable error, even though the 

DeltaTand Delta L corrections are used in addition to that for Delta d„ For 

example: 

On page 509 of the 1958 edition of Bowditch (H09) the calculated 

altitude 20 degrees 55*9 minutes is obtained using HO 214 and the corrections 

Delta d. Delta t and Delta L« The correct answer is 20 degrees 55-67 minutes. 

It 13 evident therefore that the methods commonly employed at sea 

for the reduction of celestial observations are not compatible with the degree 

of accuracy obtainable with the instruments discussed herein0 The tphemerie 

is available in lieu of the Nautical Almanac and gives the necessary data to 

a degree of accuracy far beyond that required at sefe» However, its present« 

ation is designed for the astronomer, and necessitates long and cumbersome 

interpolations« Probably the most desirable form for presenting the necessary 

data would be to state Greenwich Hour 'taßle, Sideral Hour Angle, and declination 

in degrees, minutes, and hundredths of minutes« For some bodies, to facilitate 



interpolation, it night be well to state Greenwich Hour Angle for some 

period shorter than an hour« 

An electronic computer can, of course, store the necessary data 

on the celestial bodies to be observed during any program, and can also r 

the observation, ""here such a device is not available, the formulae: 

Sin h« 3in L sin d+ cos L  cos d cos t 

and   3in Z ■ cos  d   sin t 
cos h 

give excellent results, and a speedy reduction, when used with six or sev 

place tables of natural functions, and an ordinary desk computers Precom 

will frequently be most desirable,, 

A string of observations of each body should be made; this can 

be done rapidly, particularly where the remote read-out of time and altit 

are employed. Such a series of 10 to 15 observations, when plotted, per- 

mits the rejection of unsatisfactory individual sights, as well as the do 

of transient anomalies, such as waves in the horizon. It also permits an 

evaluation of the probable accuracy to be derived fron the reduction of ti 

selected observation in the string,. 

The observer should be selected for his visual acuity: he need 

have no knowledge of navigation» In this connection, it may be noted tha 

some of the best strings of observations obtained during the course of th: 

study, were made by young observers who had never previously used a sextai 

i'hey had good vision, and they were aluo free of prejudice against the hij 

power telescopes. An expert marksman frequently seens to make an excellei 

observer0 
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Ca.üLUüIQN 

le It is hold that the high powered telescopes, of a magni- 

fication or about 20x, when fitted to sextanta of the highest quality, 

and which allow a fine read-out of altitude, permit achieving a markedly 

superior degree of accuracy than has heretofore been possible with the 

instruments in general use. 

This improvement in accuracy is derived from three characteris- 

tics of the high powered telescopes: 

Ao -Mieir increased magnification permits the greatest 

nicety in making contact between the body and the horizon» 

Bo Their high magnification makes fixed stars visible 

in comparatively bright light, just before sunrise and 

Erectly after sunset, when the horizon is sharply defined» 

Co In the great majority of instances, during daylight hours 

when the horizon is hazy, they permit markedly better 

determination of the horizon than do the ' lescopes of 

3x and ox in general use» 

It appears from this study that the accuracy achieved in measur- 

ing altitudes with the sextant is in direct proportion to the magnification 

of the sextant telescope* A 20 x 50 prismatic monocular, of good design, 

at present seems to be the optimum for use with a bright horizon• The 

degree of accuracy achieved by such a telescope far outweighs the die- 
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advantages of its cooperatively small field and increased weight« 

2. At twilight, when the contrast in lighting at the horizon 

is not strong, the 7 x 50 monocular is found to be superior to any star 

telescope now in general uss« 

3« A Gavri8heff dip meter, fitted with a hij'h power telescope 

can be of the greatest assistance during dayli^it hours in determining 

the existing value of the dip of the horizon, and therefore in increasing 

the accuracy derived fron daytime observations of the sun, moon, and plan« 

4* Finally, it is held that a ship's position nay be fixed at 

sea, under good observational conditions, to about 0.25 miles, by a round 

of multiple observations of stars, made just before sunrise or after sun- 

set, with a high quality sextant, fitted with a 20x telescope,, This 

conclusion is based on the results achieved during the course of this stu< 

rtemote read-out of sextant altitude and time should improve this somewhat, 

with 6 x and 3 x star telescopes, it has heretofore been possib 

under similar conditions to obtain an accuracy of about 0.4 miles« 
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THE 20x TELESCOPE FOR STAR SIGHTS. 
THE 20x TKLESCOPB FOR STAR SIGHTS 

On the opposite page are the plots of four strings of star 

observation:, made with a 20x telescope on the eveninggof 3 March 1958. 

The stars, in the order in which they -were observed, are Sirius (-1.6), 

Aldebaran (1.1), Betelgeux (Var.) and Rigel (0.3). The first ob- 

servation of Sirius was made directly after the sun had set, the last 

observation of Rigel was completed some 18 minutes later. 

No direct comparison between the 20x and the 6x telescopes were 

possible, as the observer using the 6x glass "was unable to pick up the 

stars concurrently. 

The mean aberration from the line of best fit of the Sirius 

observations is 0.069 minutes» for Aldebaran 0.064 minutes, for 

Betelgeux 0o079 minutes, and for Rigel 0.095 minutes. 

These observations serve to show the high degree of accuracy that 

can be expected from star observations, made with a high-powered tele- 

scope during the period that the horizon is brightly illuminated. 

The time interval between observations is plotted as constant. 





COMPARISON OF OBSERVATIONS OF THE SEN MADE AT SEA WITH 20x AND 6x 

TT5LESCOP38 

On the facing page appear graphs showing the aberration from the 

"line of best fit" of individual observations mithin strings of Sun 

sights, made at sea with 20% and 6x telescopes« The mean aberration 

■^or  each string is noted below. 

These graphs show the first two and the last two pairs of strings 

c:?.ted in Section A of Appendix I. 

The observations in each pair of strings irere made by one observer, 

When the string was completed with one telescope, the latter would be 

changed as rapidly as possible, and the second string of the pair would 

he  coB5>letedu 

The tine interval between observations is plotted as constant. 





CCHPAI'.ISON OF SBffilTANEOiJS OBSERVATIONS OF THE SUN MADE AT SEA WITH 

Sac AND 20x TELESCOPES8        3x AND 20x TELESCOPES 

rhe graphs oa **•* o:.jposite page illitstrate results obtained 

txloj.Til the TJcS.S. TDTDC'IA.    These observations wn made at about 

1030 5!oiK Pitts Five Tiiaa on 18 Kay 1980 s  soae 100 miiess S,Ee of the 

Vrt^iiida Capes,  by tiro experienced obs^i-vera,.    Sinai iantious obaern/a= 

iiona vero r^ade of the Sun's lower limb, one observer u^ing a Plath 

sextant fitted with £ 2G-c telescopes the other a U„ S, Navy Mark II 

sextant Kith a S:: tele '»cope„ as suppHod with the Instrumente 

On conpletiiij the cij/st 3tring of sights,  the observers exchanged 

sextants,  and th« second string of observations was aade0 

There was sotoe overcast, which accounts for the rather short 

second string*   Tne wind ~.i&s Se¥.. Beaufort scale >f3s the state of the 

soa »AS #3« and with tJ« 3x   telescope, the horizon appeared very 

"ftusay". 

On the lower part of the paf;e appeer the plots of three consecutive 

strings of Sua sights, nado with a 3::, 20X, and 6x telescope in that 

order by the .<saiue observer., frow a known position.    The 3x telescope 

£.J..'.ced the observer 0,233 minutes too imich towards the mm, the '/Ox 

nade it 0„i04 towards    :md the Sx   0-250 towards«    The horizor on this 

occasion was «ot sharply d^fjned« 

The time interval between observations is plotted as constant« 
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APPENDIX i 

The following tabulations show in numerical form the smoothness 

of plot of strings of observations using alternately a 2üx and a 6 x tele- 

scope with the sane sextant« It gives an indication of the improvement in 

accuracy made possible by the high powered telescope, lhese observations 

were made during the daylight hours, by a number of oi. servers, ^ome were 

made from the beach, and some at sea; they were made under widely differ- 

ing observational conditions. The majority were of the sun, although ob- 

servations of the moon and of Venus are also included. 

A string of observations, usually between 10 and 14 in numberf 

would be made with one telescope, which would then be changed for one of 

different power0 ^he altitudes were plotted, as described in the body of 

the text, and the "line of best fit" was drawn for each stringo The devi- 

ation in altitude of each individual observation from the line of best fit 

was measured to the nearest five-one hundredths of a minute, and these 

deviations were then added, regardless of sign,, The sum of the deviations 

in each string was then divided by the numl er of observations in the string, 

to give the various results listed beloWo 

The results are arranged in two groups, according to whether 

the observations were made afloat, or fron the beach? Many observations 

were made when the horizon was very poorly defined, in order to obtain data 

on the performance of the h:'gh power telescopes under such'conditions, How 

ever, no criteria are av.-iilable for grading the quality of the horizon for 

observational purpose3o It seemed beut, therefore, to make an arbitrary 



arrangement in descending order of the values of results obtained with the 

20x telescopes, i'he poorest, as well as the best results achieved are in- 

cluded in the tabulation. 

Graphs appear elsewhere in this report, which illustrate the 

distribution of sights within some individual strings listed below, as well 

a3 in strings not made for direct ::onpari»on purposes between various tele- 

scopes. 

A. OBSERVATIONS AT SEA 

20x telescope 

lo 0.042 

2. .046 

3o ,050 

4» »054 

5o .061 

60 .073 

7. .157 

6x telescope Body 

0.073 Sun 

.113 tt 

.138 11 

.192 n 

.108 11 

,222 11 

.364 11 

Bo OBSERVATIONS PiiOK THE BEACH 

2üx telescope 

lo 0.027 

2 c 0O3I 

3, ,036 

4« .058 

5. .063 

6. .077 

7o ,083 

8, ,085 

9o .092 

6x telescope Body 

O0O6O Sun 

,089 Venus 

.078 Sun 

..054 Koon 

.127 Sun 

.227 11 

cl23 11 

,323 11 

.273 11 



2Qx telescope 

10. .119 

11. .127 

12. .130 

13. .150 

14. .162 

15. .173 

16. .178 

.17 .204 

6x telescope Body 

.716 Sun 

.196 w 

.200 ti 

o231 II 

.265 ir 

•327 ii 

.112 ii 

.373 n 



UiSUi'iK OF i:iX'.n.;iji;ATKi;s 

Various recommendations are made in the body of this report; 

they are outlined below..    Additional recommendations are alao included, 

not necessarily iri the order of ouggejtcd priority. 

l„   THE SEXTANT 

It is doubtful if the basic design of the sextant car be improved for 

ordinary marine use-. However, it can undoubtedly be improved in detail, 

and modified for specialised use, in order to gain improvement in accuracy, 

i^ew improvement3 have beer; made in the sextant during the past three 

quarters of a century; it is time that a thorough study of the instrument. 

as a tool for celestial navigation, be initiated« 

;jet forth below are suggestions as to some of the matters 

which night be included in such a study, 

A« lc For celestial navigation, particularly where accuracy 

is important, a sextant with lainimal constant or non -adjustable-: error is 

required, in the past, the standards of required accuracy have been too 

low* in this country, a constant error of 30 second:; has been permissible, 

and an instrument with a Maximum error of 15 seconds has been considered 

sup 11 ior, 

It is recommended that the value of the maxiraiun permissible con- 

stant error be redetermined for sextants intended for refined celestial ob- 

servations. It is suggested that this maximum error be ostablished as 

.-. conds* ■ u.v a standard is not too high, and can bo achieved under modem 



production methods« for example, the certificate of Plath sextant #39393» used 

ir. this program, shows the following constant errors: 

Altitude    10 20  3Ü  40  50  60  70  80  90  100  110 

loror in 
seconds     0 +1  +3  +2  -1  +1-1-4-6-3   0 

2o For celestial navigation, on instrument is required that meosurfs 

angular elevation to 90 degrees. "Back sights" are now rarely used, and a sex- 

tant capable of measuring angles to 145 degrees or thereabout3 is not needed* 

1+ is possible that an instrument in the shape of an octant measuring angles 

to 90 degrees might be more conveni gnt to use? This insane study. At the same 

time, it should be determined whether mechanical accuracy could be improved 

by increasing the radius of the arcu The design of a sextant, intended for 

the daylight observation of stars is discussed beloWr 

3^ The design of sextant mirrors also warrants study«. These 

3hould, of course, be of a 3ize compatible with the field of the telescope 

employed. It would seem that the use of a front coated mirror would be 

most desirable; particularly for the index mirror. With the conventional "back 

coated" mirror, particularly at hijjh altitudes, the light from the body is 

diminished materially by the considerable thickness of glass through which 

it must pass. The development of such front coated mirrors for use on the 

sextant, seems most desirable« If front coated mirrors are not employed, the 

horizon mirror should be positioned in such a manner relative to the index 

mirror that light rays from a body, observed at high altitude are not at an 

excessively acute angle to the latter mirror. The more acute this angle is, 

the more atten- .ated are the light rays a3 seen by the observer. It might be 



well to place the horizon mirror forward of its normal position on the 

instrument 

4« ihe clear glass portion of the horizon mirror does not 

appear to fulfill any useful purpose It, also, absorbs light, particularly 

when particles of salt adhere to it„ Some experienced navigators have this 

clear glass portion removed from the mirror, this would seem advantageous. 

5« Various prisms have been fitted on sextants, particularly for 

star observations» Astigmatizers have been employed, which turn the iriag« 

of the star into a line; these are sometimes helpful when the star is bright. 

and the horizon is poorly lighted. Under these same conditions a l.olaston 

prisas can also be a help, -his gives two images of the st3r, separated by 

about 5 minutes of arc in the vertical plane, the true position of the star 

being half-way between the two images«. 

The Van Leeuwen prism has been used with great success for sun 

observation's with fine transits. It seems possible this prism might prove 

equally satisfactory when used Kith a sextant:, -i'he center of the sun is, in 

effect, observed on the horizon, and there would be no danger of error duo to 

irradiation effect, and no correction would be required for the sun's semi- 

diameter. 

6, Variable density polarizing shade glasses are at present 

standard on U. S. i;avy sextants.  Opinion as to their superiority over a 

series of neutral tinted shades., graduated in value, is divided. Under certain 

conditions, ai •.•.hen observing a brilliant star against a. dim horizon, a con- 

ventional tv  . . :idß, c:  rather low li ht absorbtion. r.eems superior tc the 



variable density type; some observers prefer the conventional shades under 

all conditions. It is recommended that the two typss of shades be evaluated 

under service conditions* 

During a study of terrestrial refraction in Chesapeake Bay made 

by the ««aval itesearch Laboratory liltL Problem K03--05, Fro sot No, HC284 512, 

it appeared that a red filter could at times be helpful in making observations 

of the horizon. The benefit, to be derived from using horizon filters of 

various colors warrants study, curing this program, it was founc that under 

certain conditions of lew contrast between sky and water, a single polarizing 

shade, of low light absorption gave a well defined horizon., 

It may be noted that most sextants do not nave enough horaaon shades 

to penait proper adjustment lor various degrees of horizon lighting. 

?„ For star observations with the sextant at, dusk, it is most 

desiraüle that there be a corvenlent method of adjusting the position of the 

horizontal axis of the telescope, relative to übe frame of the «extent«. Rov- 

ing the telescope out from the frame increases the ratio of light frost t,he 

horizon., relative tc that from the star. Host sextants incorporate some 

provision for accomplishing this; usually, however, it cannot be done readily 

The Hughes "Gothic" sextant has a large thumb screw, so situated that the 

observer can easily turr it witb his thumb, while holding the sextant to hit- 

eye,. It is recommended that this feature be incorporated in all marine 

sextants■ 

8. **uring daylight hours particularly, it is difficult to establish 

accurately the sextant index error. It is recommenced that this problem bo 

studied« 



>>. -ho Ueü;;.;: ct telescope ■ for use with the sextant warrants 

study. For daylight ■ se; tie 20x telescopes used in thi3 program searied 

more satisfactory, on tha whole, than those of l6x« However, it nay de- 

velop that better results can be achieved with a telescope of either 

greater er lesser majpnif?.cation '"an :lOxt Whatever the power of such a 

telescope, it should have -13 large a field as possible, with sharp fsous 

over the entire field, aid excellent light transmission characteristies} 

the sextarit mirrors wcul< ,  of course, be o£ on appropriate size. 

öirnilarlVj the characteristics of the optimum telescope fo * use 

at dunk should be determined,-.    Ahe 7 x 5C telescopes used proved superior 

to any of the star telescopes gen-arally available,  but here again,   further 

improvement is probably possible 

Interchangeablo eye pieces .'or use wit:i the same telescope reduced 

the amount of equipment   ;.-equired for thin program^,    The possibility of develop 

ing sextant telescopes with interchangeable eye pieces should be studied^ 

All  sextant   ;eiea^opes should be equipped with  soft ruboer  jyo cup;; 

they are of groat importance with high power telescopes«    These enable the 

observer to steady the sextant against his eye socket,  and Keep wind   <nd stray 

li|rht from his eye-    '~.:t; eye cups that are available commercially ar-i not too 

wel3   suited i'or this par]:ose«    It is recommended that a cup be designed  e3pe°-io 

for use with the      xtait telescope. 

C<    '' he remote read-oui. of sextant altitude,   plotted against time, 

woulc :;<■ of «reat adva :..; go      It woul    remove the chance of human orror in 

ic',:\i-r  time and altitude,   and wou„d   rcry markedly  decrease th<   time required 

,o complete   >, string of <, b ■   'vations,  as ihr: obser ni  vould not bo required 

:■<' lose sight cf the ■■• ■ y,  ''hile   ■eedäri;-' the  s jc'-.av.t fJtitude. 

u 



"hen such a read-out is employed- study is warranted to deterrrivie 1 

rsriod of time that should be apant in completing any one string of observat: 

».hila anomalies in refraction, lasting for considerable periods of time some 

times occur,transient anomalies causing considerable error in the observed 

altitude also are encountered,, Vhes« latter anomalies, .Lasting usually less 

than a minute can usually be detected :'f frequent observations are made over 

about a two minute period« A string of sonic six observations, or so made 

rapidly» cen be very misleading, however„ ;-.hile the altitudes may plot 

.•är.oothly against time, they do not represent the true change of altitude 

of the body., 

D-, It is recommended that a 3extant be developed for the daytine 

observation of fixed stars in conjunction Kith a high-powered telescope« Dr 

'\ichard Tousey, of the baval ltesearch laboratory, ha:s shown that stars of th 

:'::::■ si  magnitude, properly situated, can be seen during daylight f-ours on a 

i:lear day (Journal of the Optical Society of America; Vol=38» No< 10, pp 

i386-S96, October, 1948) On 13 August, stars were observed as follows: 

at 0840 ai:\ius (raags-l«6), 0905 nigel (mago0c3), ll'}0 C.-jpella (mag..0.2), 1400 

Arcturus (mag„0o2), 1515 ^pic* (mag 102), and et 1535 Vega (mag;0,l), Dr- 

Tousey states that, with a polariaer fitted to the telescope, all these stars 

were "very easy" to find, with the exception of Ve;;a; which he describes as 

;,easy" to locate.. In addition to a pol  arizer, a telescope used J'or the day- 

Li;jht observation of s'.ara should be fitted with a reticle at infinity, to 

ssist the aye in maintaining focus at infinity. 

During thi3 program, Arcturus was observed at ijgh altitude wc1! 



after sunrise, and SiuLus before sunset with a 20 power telescope fitted 

to a marine sextant. However, the light absorbtion in the sextant mirrors 

is too great to make such observations practical with a sextant in its 

present form. 

The design of the sextant could be modified to make daylight star 

observations feasible» The star would be observed directly, rather than as 

a reflected image, and the linage of the horizon would be brought up to the 

3tar by means of the index mirror, '-^his would require a rearrangement of the: 

mirrors on the sextanto The high power telescope would be fitted with a 

polarizer and a reticle, as described by L)r0 Tousoy. In addition, it should 

have.two or three interchangeable prismatic eye-pieces, such as are used 

with the telescopes of fine transits, to facilitate the observation of 

stars situated well above the horizon, ouch an instrument, intended onlyfor 

celestial navigation, might well be made as an octant, measuring altitudes 

only to 90 degrees, the scale being lengthened slightly to give a negative 

reading or reading "off the scale" to determine index error. The markings 

on the arc would be reversed from those on the ordinary sextant, the zero 

mark being at th-j end of the arc away from the observer? 

The fixed mirror would belooated in the 45 degrees - 90 degrees 

sector of the frame; this would necessitate swinging the index arm on the 

underside of the frame. This mirror could be made rather narrow in the 

horizontal axis, as the illumination of the horizon during daylight would 

be strong enough to give a good Image; it should probably be without the 

clear glass portion usually found on the horizon mirrors of conventional 

sextantso 



II THE DIP METER 

The dip meter is considered to be a necessary adjunct to the 

sextant for refined navigation. The Gavrisheff dip meters used during 

the latter part of this program proved of great value, and are superior in 

design to similar instruments encountered« A most desirable feature of the 

Gavrisheff instrument is that any index error is cancelled by rotating 

the device through 180 degrees about the optical axis of the telescope, 

between readings. 

It is strongly recommended that the dip meter- be studied with a 

view to improving its optics, and facilitate its use at sea. In the 

Gavrisheff dip meters presently available, the light absorption on the 

inverted horizon is sufficient to make observations difficult under certain 

conditions of light. This should be corrected, if possible. 

The placement of the knobs or wheels for bringing the two horizons 

into coincidence should be so arranged that the dip meter is equally 

convenient to use in either the erect or inverted position,. 

The qualities of the telescope or telescopes to be used with the 

dip meter should be determined. It would seem desirable in the interests 

of simplicity to design interchangeable telescopes which fit both the dip 

meter and the sextant if the same telescope is equally satisfactory on both 

instruments. It should be noted that the highest power telescope (16X) 

available for use with the dip meter gave the best results» 
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Ill SIGHT idSDUCTIQN 

"uring the past 35 years almost all effort In the field of 

celestial navigation has been directed towards shortening the time required 

for the reduction of sights; to attain speed, it was felt that some accuracy 

could well be sacrificed«, For general use this was correct; the accuracy 

obtainable with the "short methods" was sufficient for the requirements of 

ordinary navigation. 

Aoday, however, there is an urgent need in some specialized 

fields to obtain the maximum degree of accuracy in position fixing by 

celestial as well as by other navigational means» For celestial navigation 

improved sextants and telescopes as well as dip meters are now available, 

which give greatly improved accuracy, as compared to what could be obtained 

with similar instruments in the past» 

The instruments are available for refined celestial navigation; 

data for the accurate and rapid reduction of sights should also be made 

available for those areas and tines when such navigation is required. As 

has been noted in the body of this report, the Nautical Almanac does not 

give sufficient accuracy when a position must be fixed with an error not 

exceeding 0„2 mileso 

'or such use, it is recommended that data on hour angle, declination, 

etc», be made available in readily usable form, and with an end accuracy of 

0o05 minutes of arc 

An electronic computer can be used to store these data, as well 

as to complete the reduction of sights with speed and accuracy0 Lacking 



such a device, it is recamended that an electric computer be employed to 

solve the spherical triangle, by means of the standard ain-coein formulae» 

It is recconended that natural functions be employed, rather than logarithms,, 

Ahe functions should be stated at least to six decimal places, and for every 

tenth of a minute of arcI *»uch a table could readily be prepared from the 

U. ->o üoast and Geodetic Survey, eight place tables, which are tabulated for 

every second of arc« 

IV SELECTION OF THIS OJJSliilVErt. 

It has been almost universal practice afloat for the ship's 

navigator to make the great majority of the required celestial observations« 

The navigator is selected on the basis of his professional knowledge; his 

visual accuity is rarely considered« This program, as well as similar 

studies in the past have clearly indicated that skill in the use of the sextant 

varies greatly between individuals, even thoee of apparently equally good 

vision, and equally practiced in the use of the instrument« A limited per» 

centage of individuals have the ability to pick up a star in a bright sky 

with the sextant long before the majority are able to locate ito In addition 

only a small number have the ability of judging the instant of contact between 

the bodyand the horizon« For refined navigation, the observer should excel 

in both these skills« 

It is urgently recormended that where accuracy in navigation is of 

paramount importance, the observer be selected solely on the basis of the 

results he obtains with the sextant; the data he obtains can be processed 

by others, qualified in that field« 

\ 
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UPPER PHOTOGRAPH. Precision sextant, fitted with a tele- 

scope with 50 am objective lens» and interchangeable eye piecesr 

giving a magnification of 20x, and 7x. 

LOTfER PHOTOGRAPH. Gavrisheff dip meter, fitted with a 16 x 50 

telescopeo 

THE PHOTOGRAPH ON THE FOLLOWINC PAGE illustrates the optics of 

the Gavrisheff dip meter. 
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